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Our Problem Did Not Start in 2020!

It was a culmination of decades of deterioration:
Our education system

Medicine
The Media

Our government
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An uneducated populace, a significant percentage 
who favored more government control; government 
officials, many elected because they promised to 
institute big government plans; medical doctors who 
could be convinced to do almost anything; and a 
media that would promote and reinforce the 
narrative:

these were the necessary ingredients to pull off 
the biggest hoax in the history of the world!



What is Medical Tyranny?

• The partnership between government, the medical establishment, and drug companies 
designed to control the lives of people

• Started decades ago and has escalated

• Examples:

laws requiring vaccines in order to enroll in public (and sometimes private) school

laws allowing minors to get vaccinated without parental permission

hospitals and medical institution requiring vaccines for employees

referrals to CPS when parents refuse to follow medical advice

involuntary commitment to psych facilities

• The message is clear: health professionals and government officials know what is best for you 
and your children and YOU WILL FOLLOW DIRECTIONS!
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Historical Perspective



Background: The Centers for Disease Control

• Epidemic Intelligence Service (EIS) - consists of medical and public health graduates assigned 
to intern at hospitals and state and local health departments

after completing field experience, invited to join “medical CIA”

• According to the CDC’s website: EIS has trained more than 3,600 officers who have responded 
to domestic and international public health threats since 1951

EIS alumni have gone on to become CDC directors; leading CDC scientists; acting 
surgeons general; WHO assistant directors-general, regional directors, and country directors; 
public health and medical school faculty and deans; city health commissioners; and state 
epidemiologists 

more than 85% of EIS program graduates enter the public health workforce

more than 30% of state or large city epidemiologists are EIS alumni
https://www.cdc.gov/eis/who-we-are/alumni.html
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EIS and CDC

• With help of EIS alumni, CDC has transformed seasonal flu and other minor health issues into 
huge crises; made noninfectious medical conditions into plagues

• Smaller and smaller episodes were blown up into crises 

2 or more people close together contacting the same disease  was termed an “outbreak” 
– even if contracted months apart
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Examples: A Public Health Disaster

• Spring 1957 – reports of flu in the Far East

• CDC reported this would be like epidemic of 1918 Spanish flu

• Congress allocated $500 million dollars - Director Langmuir used it to expand EIS

• Seasonal flu arrived during the summer and spread until the following winter

• CDC warned of second wave - induced panic, but did nothing to stop spread

• Flu season no worse than any other year

• Massive production of vaccines produced in a hurry – proved useless 

• Some public health experts reported that panic was induced to sell vaccines 

• BUT CDC’s efforts lauded as heroic – mass immunization on demand became the norm

• Every year since then CDC has promoted unproven and unsafe vaccines for flu 
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Another Public Health Disaster

• Jan 1976 – 5 soldiers at Ft. Dix contracted flu, 1 died after overexerting himself contrary to 
doctors’ orders

• These 5 cases were designated as “a cluster”

• David Spencer – head of CDC, became honorary member of EIS in 1975

declared that this flu “epidemic” would be worse than Spanish flu 1918

new epidemic named “swine flu” because authorities “thought” that the source was pigs

• EIS engaged in full gear to monitor for “cases”

• Auditorium A at CDC headquarters became command center – called the “War Room”

banks of telephones, computers, rows of desks with doctors present at all times                

Thomas G, Morgan-Witts M. Anatomy of an Epidemic Doubleday and Company Garden City New York 1982 p 105
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Another Public Health Disaster cont.

• Spencer called for the most aggressive immunization program in history

• Congress agreed – did not understand CDC’s bias

• Pres. Ford appointed a committee that backed Spencer’s plan which would cost hundreds of 
millions of dollars

• Panic spread – Ford called for vaccination of every American man, woman and child against 
swine flu

• Gained momentum even though massive EIS effort could not find more cases

Wecht CH. “The Swine Flu Immunization Program: Scientific Venture or Political Folly?” Legal Medicine Annual 1978;231
Cotton P. “CDC Nears Close of Half Century.” JAMA 1990;263:2579-2580
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Another Public Health Disaster cont.

• Swine flu program collapsed

• Vaccine side effects were heinous

included hundreds of cases of paralysis, 674 deaths

CDC tried to classify deaths as from other causes but could not - Spencer lost his job

• Postscript: Coroner Cyril Wecht wrote “The government should limit itself to facilitating 
public programs. Employing high-pressure sales tactics like Madison Avenue mass media 
promoters to push a program is not commensurate with this objective. Certainly, when 
people’s lives are at stake, cheap politics has no place.”                   

Wecht C. “The swine flu immunization program: scientific venture or political folly?” Am J Law Med 1977-1978 Winter;3(4):4258445
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Yet Another Public Health Disaster: The Flu Epidemic 2009 

• 2009 the CDC instructed health care professionals to stop testing for H1N1 and to assume 
that everyone who presented with flu-like symptoms had H1N1 flu

• CDC’s statement to the public was that it did not want to waste resources on testing when the 
government had already determined that there was an epidemic 

• At the time, WFH founder Pam Popper reported that

the number of cases did not indicate that there was an epidemic

that the feds had ordered 193 million doses of flu vaccine, and needed to “sell” these 
doses to the public

that the CDC’s directive to stop testing was an attempt to prevent the public from finding 
out the truth
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Yet Another Public Health Disaster Cont.

• CBS news investigation confirmed - requested state-by-state testing results prior to the halting 
of lab testing from the CDC

• CDC refused to provide the data, so CBS filed a request under the Freedom of Information Act 
with the Department of Health and Human Services and from all 50 states

majority of patients were negative for both H1N1 and seasonal flu even though the states 
were testing patients deemed to be at the highest risk of having H1N1, such as people who had 
visited Mexico

health authorities reported these people had colds, upper respiratory infections, but not flu  

• Bottom line – the predicted epidemic of flu, along with deaths and co-morbidity did not take 
place, CDC lied in order to make its prediction appear to be true.

Sharyl Attkisson “Swine Flu Cases Overestimated?” October 21, 2009

http://www.cbsnews.com/news/swine-flu-cases-overestimated/ 
http://www.who.int/csr/disease/swineflu/notes/h1n1_surveillance_20090710/en/
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Yet Another Public Health Disaster Cont.

• According to the Committee on Social, Health and Family Affairs of the Parliamentary Assembly of 
the Council of Europe (PACE), the WHO engaged in fear-mongering with H1N1 flu, without any 
evidence to back its actions

as a result approx. $18 billion dollars was squandered worldwide

PACE determined WHO colluded with drug companies, turning “run-of-the-mill” flu into a 
“pandemic”

drug companies benefitted financially, millions of people were vaccinated without cause, and 
without evidence that the vaccine was effective since it was not clinically tested

testimony at a public hearing included this statement, “We are witnessing a gigantic 
misallocation of resources in terms of public health. Governments and public health services are 
wasting huge amounts of money in investing in pandemic diseases whose evidence base is weak.” 

Extracts of statements made by the leading participants at the public hearing on "The handling of the H1N1 pandemic: more transparency needed?", organised by the 
Committee on Social, Health and Family Affairs of the Parliamentary Assembly of the Council of Europe (PACE) in Strasbourg on Tuesday 26 January 2010

http://assembly.coe.int/nw/xml/News/FeaturesManager-View-EN.asp?ID=900
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Yet Another Public Health Disaster Cont.

• Epidemiologist Wolfgang Wodarg – said the “false pandemic” is one of the greatest medical 
scandals of the century

• Swine flu was actually milder than seasonal flu

1/10th to 1/3rd the death rate according to CDC

• Dr. Ulrich Kiel – director of WHO Collaborating Center for Epidemiology in Munster Germany 
– said pandemic was a hoax

https://www.wodarg.com/english/3013320.html
https://www.cdc.gov/media/transcripts/2009/t091210.htm

http://assembly.coe.int/nw/xml/News/News-View-EN.asp?newsid=2724&lang=2
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Institutional Corruption



The System: Conflicts of Interest/FDA

• 1992 Prescription Drug User Fee Act passed – drug companies pay the FDA to review their 
products

• Drug companies have paid the FDA $7.67 billion dollars since 1992

• 2019: $2.6 billion out of the FDA’s $5.7 billion-dollar budget provided by drug and device 
makers 

2008 approval rate almost 50%  2011 approval rate 86% 

2014 approval rate 88% 2015 approval rate 96%

https://fas.org/sgp/crs/misc/R44576.pdf
“The FDA Is Basically Approving Everything. Here's The Data To Prove It.”

http://www.forbes.com/sites/matthewherper/2015/08/20/the-fda-is-basically-approving-everything-heres-the-data-to-prove-it/
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The System: Conflicts of Interest/CDC

• National Foundation for the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention:

revenue: $319,202,505 in 2019

donors include: Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation, Abbott, Amgen, Genentech, Merck, 
Johnson and Johnson, AstraZeneca, Imperial College London, Microsoft, Novartis, Pfizer, Roche, 
Sanofi-Aventis, Siemens

https://www.cdcfoundation.org/FY2020/donors?group=corp
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The System: Conflicts of Interest/CDC

A 1980 law allows the CDC to actually be in the vaccine business: the agency holds dozens of 
vaccine and vaccine technology-related patents, some in partnership with vaccine makers and 
universities

https://www.cdc.gov/os/technology/techtransfer/industry/licensing/technologies.htm
https://patents.google.com/patent/US6169175?oq=vaccine+inassignee:centers+inassignee:for+inassignee:disease+inassignee:control
https://patents.google.com/patent/US8357525?oq=vaccine+inassignee:centers+inassignee:for+inassignee:disease+inassignee:control
https://patents.google.com/patent/US7223535?oq=vaccine+inassignee:centers+inassignee:for+inassignee:disease+inassignee:control
https://patents.google.com/patent/US8592146?oq=vaccine+inassignee:centers+inassignee:for+inassignee:disease+inassignee:control
https://patents.google.com/patent/US9102742?oq=vaccine+inassignee:centers+inassignee:for+inassignee:disease+inassignee:control
https://patents.google.com/patent/US9248179?oq=vaccine+inassignee:centers+inassignee:for+inassignee:disease+inassignee:control

https://patents.google.com/patent/CA2611954C/en?oq=vaccine+inassignee:centers+inassignee:for+inassignee:disease+inassignee:control
https://patents.google.com/patent/US8715689?oq=vaccine+inassignee:centers+inassignee:for+inassignee:disease+inassignee:control
https://patents.google.com/patent/US8637050?oq=vaccine+inassignee:centers+inassignee:for+inassignee:disease+inassignee:control

https://patents.google.com/patent/CA2319404C/en?oq=vaccine+inassignee:centers+inassignee:for+inassignee:disease+inassignee:control
https://patents.google.com/patent/US6472518?oq=vaccine+inassignee:centers+inassignee:for+inassignee:disease+inassignee:control
https://patents.google.com/patent/US8846056?oq=vaccine+inassignee:centers+inassignee:for+inassignee:disease+inassignee:control
https://patents.google.com/patent/US8426574?oq=vaccine+inassignee:centers+inassignee:for+inassignee:disease+inassignee:control
https://patents.google.com/patent/US7220852?oq=vaccine+inassignee:centers+inassignee:for+inassignee:disease+inassignee:control
https://patents.google.com/patent/US8673629?oq=vaccine+inassignee:centers+inassignee:for+inassignee:disease+inassignee:control
https://patents.google.com/patent/US7223836?oq=vaccine+inassignee:centers+inassignee:for+inassignee:disease+inassignee:control
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The System: Conflicts of Interest/NIH

• Foundation for the National Institutes of Health established by Congress in 1990 

• 2019 tax return: donations $152,094,881

$10,000,000+ - Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation 

$5 million- $9.99 million – GlaxoSmithKline, Eli Lilly, Johnson and Johnson and Pfizer

$2.5 - $4.99 million – Abbvie, Takeda Pharmaceutical Co, Bristol Myers, Merck, Otsuka 
Pharmaceutical

$1-2.49 million – Gilead, Novartis, Sanofi, Amgen, Roche

https://fnih.org/sites/default/files/pdf/FNIH%202019%20990%20for%20Public%20Inspection.pdf
https://2020-annual-report.fnih.org/donors/
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The System: Conflicts of Interest/AND

Premier Sponsor: Abbott Nutrition 

2020-2021 sponsors:  Egg Nutrition Center

National Cattlemen’s Beef Association

The A2 Milk Company 

Sponsorship revenues fiscal year 2019: $1,096,432.00

https://www.eatrightpro.org/about-us/advertising-and-sponsorship/meet-our-sponsors
https://www.eatrightpro.org/-/media/eatrightpro-files/about-us/annual-reports/annualreport2017.pdf?la=en&hash=51286F1F1852694B03DBC0B5449D39524036D185
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The System: Conflicts of Interest/AAP

• Takes contributions through its foundation

• Sponsors include Nestle, Pfizer, Sanofi-Pasteur, GlaxoSmithKline, Johnson and Johnson, Merck, 
Janssen Pharmaceuticals, Boehringer Ingelheim Pharmaceuticals

https://www.aap.org/en-us/about-the-aap/corporate-relationships/Pages/Friends-of-Children-Fund-President%27s-Circle.aspx
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The System: Conflicts of Interest/ADA

• Contributed $2.5 million: Novo Nordik, Lilly, Sanofi (drug companies)

• Contributed $1 million: Lilly Diabetes

• Contributed $500,000: Merck

• Contributed $100,000:  Abbott, Pfizer

http://www.diabetes.org/about-us/corporate-support/our-corporate-supporters.html
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The System: Conflicts of Interest/AHA
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Approved Products

37 pages of animal food products including:

• Boar's Head Old Fashioned Canadian Style Bacon With Natural Juices

• Kretschmar Sweet Smoked Uncured Ham 

• Butterball Naturally Roasted Deep Fried Honey Turkey Breast

• Kroger Moist & Tender Pork Tenderloin

• Top Sirloin Strips (Select Grade) (National Cattlemen’s Beef Association)

http://www.heart.org/idc/groups/heart-public/@wcm/@fc/documents/downloadable/ucm_474830.pdf
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Drug Advertising: Only Permitted in the U.S. and NZ 
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The system is broken: 
There are no regulators
Drug companies are business partners of 

government agencies
Drug companies and agricultural organizations 

sponsor healthcare practitioner organizations and 
disease groups
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Our government has been overthrown and 
is now run by communists and dictators!

Typical strategies used in democratic societies –
protests, petitions, writing to and speaking with 

elected officials, expert testimony, submitting 
research and documentation – no longer effective 
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The Importance of a disciplined approach:

Efforts to end medical tyranny have failed for 
decades and a different approach is needed!
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Step One…

a simple platform that does not include 
politics, political parties or candidates!

“We want freedom from medical tyranny 
and to make sure that a COVID-type debacle 

never happens again!”
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Step Two…

Use the one branch of government 
that still functions: The court system!

We intend to restore our freedoms and punish 
those who are responsible for this debacle!

Note: The executive branch is corrupt and most legislatures are useless! 
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But what about corrupt courts and judges?

We have a plan!
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Step Three… Gather!
We are gathering 80 million people 

who meet weekly in groups of 2 to 100 –
live and in person –

in communities throughout the U.S.
Note: Gathering is VERY important which is why our rulers prohibited it!

Goal: raise money for lawsuits and 
leverage the power of numbers!
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Step Three… Gather!

The Magic of “Thursday Groups”:
new friends, new churches, new jobs, 

new parent groups, new doctors, 
a new purpose and a new life!
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Step Four… Restore Our Communities!

Save our local businesses:
Small Business Rescue
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Step Five… Save Our Children!

Help parents withdraw their children 
from these dystopian places

we used to call “schools”
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Step Six… Reimagine Healthcare!

Assist healthcare workers in transitioning from 
the corrupt system to independent practice

Address the insane regulatory scheme that results 
in censorship, prosecution, restrictions on 

practice and licensure revocation
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The Pathway to Freedom…
Begins with recognizing that the enemy we face is 
diabolically smart, has unlimited resources, and 

has been planning this madness for at least a 
decade. We are not going to win against such an 

enemy unless we are strategic and use our 
limited resources wisely!

Ours is a disciplined and measured approach!
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The Silver Lining…

Americans have been talking about education 
reform, government reform, healthcare reform

FOR DECADES!
Nothing happened!

This is our chance to build what 
WE THE PEOPLE WANT!
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How to Work With Us:

Learn how to start a Thursday group –
join one of my conference calls

Subscribe to my weekly newsletter and videos 

For healthcare workers – free orientation sessions re how to 
transition to independent practice

Parents – visit our home school resource center for help



Make Americans Free Again!
www.makeamericansfreeagain.com
510 East Wilson Bridge Road Suite G

Worthington, Ohio 43085
614-841-7700

info@makeamericansfreeagain.com
pampopper@msn.com
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